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 Banerjeas
Saloni,  Rejina  and  Sunny



Congratulations Shree Bose!

Start here. 
Go anywhere.

“At Fort Worth Country Day, I 
gained a well-rounded education 
that fostered academics, the arts and 
athletics. As a result, I developed a
passion for scientific learning. As the 
inaugural Google Global Science Fair 
winner, I won a trip to visit the European 
Center for Nuclear Research in Geneva, a 
world-renowned powerhouse for particle 
and theoretical physics research. 
FWCD has truly given me the tools and 
confidence to go anywhere.”

Shree Bose ’12
Harvard ’16

FORT WORTH COUNTRY DAY
4200 Country Day Lane • Fort Worth, TX 76109

fwcd.org

K-12 Admission Family Open House
Tuesday, October 15, 5:30-7:30 p.m.
K-12 Campus Tours and Lunch with Our Experts
Tuesday, January 14, 2014,  11 a.m.
“3 A’s Every Day” Dinner and Open House Grades 1-12
Tuesday, February 4, 2014, 6 p.m. 

Call us at 817.302.3209 to arrange a personal tour.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

With best compliments from 

Jed Bernstein, VP - Financial Consultant | North Dallas Branch 
Tel 972 788 7831 email: Jed.Bernstein@Schwab.com 
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And it’s easy to do when all our homes in this community include:

High Performance Fixtures
Saving water and money is effortless with the 
water-saving faucets and fi xtures we include in 
our homes. They can save you as much as 50% 
in water usage and water-heating waste.

ENERGY STAR® Appliances
Every appliance we include in our homes 
greatly reduces monthly utility costs and lowers 
the amount of resources used by 10–50%.

Weather-Sensing Irrigation
With automatic timers and weather-sensing
irrigation, your landscaped yard is healthier
and you save money as well as reduce the
amount of wasted water—up to about
10,000 gallons per year.

CFL Lighting
Throughout our homes, at least 80% of the 
lighting and fi xtures we include are CFL, which 
help reduce costs, use about 75% less energy, 
emit less heat, and last about four times longer 
than incandescent lighting. 

Low VOC Paints and Finishes
Some paints, adhesives and other products emit 
toxic volatile organic compounds. With low 
VOC paints, fi nishes, and carpets your home 
maintains better indoor air quality that is safer 
for your family’s health.

Low-E2 Vinyl Windows
We install a minimum of low-E2 vinyl windows 
that help reduce heating and cooling costs 
by as much as 20%, while also improving 
comfort and reducing sun bleaching on 
fl oors and furniture.

SEER 15 HVAC
Every HVAC we install is a SEER 15 that helps 
to conserve energy and save money, improves 
comfort and air quality inside the home with 
reduced dust and pollen. 

Optional ECHO® Solar Energy System
The Echo® Solar system produces two to three times more energy from the sun than a typical 
PV solar system. It generates electricity and thermal energy to heat water for your home, 
saving signifi cantly on utility costs. The energy monitoring system allows you to regulate 
your home’s heating and cooling from anywhere via Internet, smart phone, or tablet.

We’re setting the standard
for energy-efficient homes.

Spray-Foam Insulation
The innovative process of using spray-foam 
insulation greatly reduces heating and cooling 
costs, noise, dust and pollen, as well as improves 
indoor air quality and building safety. It also 
insulates your attic, keeping it much cooler.

Want to know more? Call or visit us online. 
877-275-6374 | meritagehomes.com

Features not available in all communities and/or homes. Home features are subject to change at any time without notice or obligation. Pictures are representative and may depict or contain features and amenities 
that are not included as part of the home and/or may not be available in all communities. Please see sales agent for complete details. © 2013 Meritage Homes Corporation. All rights reserved. DFW 03/13
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BA-DFW presents
(designed by BA-DFW web team)

Exclusive!

Exclusive!

Exclusive!

B
A
-D
FW
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es
en
ts

Five stories connecting the Five seasons. A spectacular dance production.

An audio visual presentation with live 
performances that provides a brief glimpse into 

the Bengal Renaissance.
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Greetings from the president 
 
 
October 12, 2013 
 
 
Welcome to our 30th year Durgotsav! 
  
As the months of the year pass on and October (Sharat) gradually approaches, a spark of joy 
creeps into the hearts of all the Bengalis. Excitement fills the air, happiness fills our heart and 
we patiently await the arrival of our most important festival, Durga Puja. The time to celebrate 
this eagerly anticipated festival has arrived. 
 
During Durga Puja, the divine Mother is worshiped as the deity of Shakti, which symbolizes the 
destruction of evil and protection of the good. Swami Vivekananda’s view that: ‘the Hindu does 
not worship an idol made of wood and clay, he sees consciousness within the earthiness and 
loses himself in it', truly glorifies the religious experience of Durga Puja. 
 
Come puja, the glittering beauty of the mandap, the rhythm divine of the dhaak, the fragrance of 
the incense and flowers, the religious chanting and the aarati, weaves a spiritual aura that 
seems all-pervasive though the festive season.  
 
While we celebrate the auspicious occasion of Durga Puja, we aspire to bring the Bengali 
community together, and create new memories for our next generation growing up here in 
America. Some day they will look back fondly on this puja just like we reminisce of the ones 
from our childhood days. 
 
My family and I feel blessed to be part of this incredible community, and it is my privilege to 
serve as the president of this vibrant organization. This celebration cannot be accomplished 
without the acts of giving and sharing. Volunteering is the heartbeat of our organization. I truly 
admire the dedication and enthusiasm of my team members, who have worked tirelessly and 
cheerfully to make your puja experience enjoyable and fulfilling. My sincere gratitude to each 
one of them and their families. 
 
I am truly grateful to you all for your love and patronage year after year. Our happiness lies in 
your presence, and success in your delight. I hope this puja season brings you and your family 
all the good things that you wish for. 
 
Thank you & Sharadiya greetings! 
Rayan Chaudhuri 
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 Lowest Rate without points offered when paying the closing cost!!! 

 Conventional, FHA, VA, JUMBO & ARM Programs offered 

 We can Help you Buy your Dream Home 

 We can Help you Sell your House with the lowest commission and give 
you full service 

Testimonials 

I have been doing 
business with Tino for 
more than four years 
now, and have 
referred him to many 
of my friends. All of us 
have been truly 
delighted by his 
services and 
professionalism. 
 

- Rayan Chaudhuri 

Only Lender Offering True No closing cost option.  
"No Closing Cost Added to the Principal Balance" 

www.homewithloan.com 

Address: 
Indo-Pak Plaza  
(Carrollton Royal Sweets) 
2548, Dickerson Pkwy Suite 204 
Carrollton TX 75006. 

  Tino PatelTino Patel  

 Residential & Commercial 

 Mortgage & Real Estate Broker  Tino, very recently, 
helped me refinance 
my home. He gave me 
the best offer in town, 
and transacting with 
him was a pleasure. 
Through my recom-
mendation, two of my 
friends are refinanc-
ing with him now.  
 

- Anol K. Nath 

Call: 214.476.7617 / 972.798.2110 
 

Email: tino@homewithloan.com 
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With Best Compliments  

 
from 

 
 

Subash and Sarita
Gaitonde

2419 Edgehollow Pl. 
Dallas, Texas

 

 
With Best Compliments  

 
from 

 
 

Subash and Sarita
Gaitonde

2419 Edgehollow Pl. 
Dallas, Texas
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RowletttMortgagetLending,tLtd.tistyourtleadingtsolutiontfort
Purchase,tRefinancetandtHometEquitytoftyourtHome,tCondo,t
TowntHome,tDuplex,tTriplextortQuad.
ComparetloantoptionstfortFixed,tFHA,tVAtandtARMS.
ChecktouttourtJUMBOtproducts.
WetwilltoffertcredittbacktCLOSINGtCOST.

RowletttMortgagetLending,tLtd.tistyourtleadingtsolutiontfort
Purchase,tRefinancetandtHometEquitytoftyourtHome,tCondo,t
TowntHome,tDuplex,tTriplextortQuad.
ComparetloantoptionstfortFixed,tFHA,tVAtandtARMS.
ChecktouttourtJUMBOtproducts.
WetwilltoffertcredittbacktCLOSINGtCOST.
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FALAK ARTS
Creativity at it’s best

Falak Arts specializes
in teaching young
minds to focus, learn
discipline, improve
motor skills and gain
confidence through
the medium of Art.
Since 2002 Falak
Arts has been
teaching pencil
color, water color,
acrylic, oil painting,
dry pastel, charcoal
and also 2D & 3D
Design to children’s
as well as adults in
the Dallas-Ft. Worth
area.
GIVE COUPON CODE: BADFW FOR 5%
DISCOUNT

Telephone : 972-393-1539
711 Crestwood Dr. Coppell TX 75019

WWW.FALAKARTS.COM
WWW.FALAKCOLLECTIONS.COM

An upscale design studio featuring 
a contemporary collection of 
elegant Indian designer suits for 
every fashion conscious lady. We 
have our own unique designs from 
Delhi and Mumbai designed by us. 
Our selection dresses you up for 
every occasion and event. 
Georgette's, Cottons, Silks, 
chiffons & Brocade in vibrant 
colorful shades beautifully 
blended with exquisite 
embroidery to present the latest 
in Indian Fashion. We carry 
enticing, chic, vivacious & classic 
sarees, salwar kameez, kurtis, 
tunics & lehengas for all occasions.
Our styles are the latest ahead of 
the mainstream curve. They are 
not available elsewhere in US and 
our prices are unbeatable

Nisha

Nisha
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MKT-1767-A

www.edwardjones.com  Member SIPC

Days like today really do bring everyone in our commu-

nity closer together. That’s why we wanted to say thanks.

Thanks for all the fun. Thanks for the memories. But more 

than anything else, thanks for letting us be a part of this 

incredible place we’re proud to call home.

We’re Proud  
to Be a Part of 
the Community.

Mario G Ayala
Financial Advisor
.

150 S Denton Tap Road Ste 108a
Coppell, TX 75019
972-471-0385
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We offer a variety of printing and binding
services, including:

 Business Cards
 Envelopes
 Brochures
 Flyers & Handouts
 Booklets
 3-4 Part Forms
 Posters
 Laminating
 GBC Binding

We carry upwards of 30,000 office
supplies:

 Toner & Ink
 Office Supplies
 Office Furniture
 Computer Accessories
 Filing Supplies
 Break-room & Beverage Supplies
 Shipping Supplies
 Paper
 Janitorial Supplies

.
www.1-stopofficesupply.com

Contact :

ANITA WHITE

 for office supplies

aw@1-stopofficesupply.com

972-671-7867

Contact :

UPEN PANDYA

 for printing

1stopoffice@gmail.com

972-671-7867
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Brokerage, investment and financial advisory services are made available through Ameriprise Financial Services, Inc. Member FINRA and 
SIPC. Some products and services may not be available in all jurisdictions or to all clients. Ameriprise Financial cannot guarantee future 
financial results. © 2012 Ameriprise Financial, Inc. All rights reserved.

Jobs may change.
Retirement dreams don’t have to.
If you’ve left a job and have a 401(k) or other retirement accounts, don’t forget 
about them.

Rolling over assets you have with former employers or other institutions to an 
Ameriprise® IRA can be important in making your retirement dreams a reality.

Learn how you can put your confident retirement more within reach. Call me 
today for a complimentary 30-minute consultation.

Our Advisors. Your Dreams. MORE WITHIN REACH®

Call me today at (214) 445.0610

Jeffrey L Bellinghausen
Financial Advisor
Bellinghausen & Associates
A financial advisory practice of
Ameriprise Financial Services, Inc.
An Ameriprise Platinum Financial Services® 
practice

801 E Campbell Rd
Ste 585
Richardson, TX 75081

214-445-0610

jeffrey.l.bellinghausen@ampf.com

www.ameripriseadvisors.com/
jeffrey.l.bellinghausen

Brokerage, investment and financial advisory services are made available through Ameriprise Financial Services, Inc. Member FINRA and 
SIPC. Some products and services may not be available in all jurisdictions or to all clients. Ameriprise Financial cannot guarantee future 
financial results. © 2012 Ameriprise Financial, Inc. All rights reserved.
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financial results. © 2012 Ameriprise Financial, Inc. All rights reserved.
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     Blu Ginger Thai Café & Gingerine Fresh Asian 

 
Modern, Casual Elegant Nuevo Thai Restaurants 

 

 
 

 
 

                            

Gingerine Fresh Asian 
2750 E. Southlake Blvd. Ste 100 
Southlake, TX 76092 
817.749.0998 
http://gingerinefreshasian.com/home.html 

 

Blu Ginger Thai Café                  
6550 N. MacArthur Blvd. #150 
Las Colinas, TX 75039 
972.373.9799 
http://blugingerthaicafe.com 
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A Bridge To Afterlife 

 Dr.Souendra K. Banerjee, Ottawa, Canada 

Judhisthir’s statement (in answer to “Dharma Raja’s question” Ref: Kashi Dashi Mahabharat, 1978 Edition 

by Dev Sahitya Kutir: P548) that strangely one is oblivious of his/her own eventual death, would induce us 

to ponder over the fact that “Time –Super” (Mahakal), like a huge unstoppable chariot, approaches 

steadily to crush us. This thought provokes fear though some poets and philosophers have romanticized 

Death. John Donne wrote “Death: do not be proud, from rest and sleep comes much pleasure. From 

Thee then must much more to flow”. Shelly wrote “How wonderful is Death. Death and its beloved  sleep, 

both so strange and wonderful.” However nothing can beat Rabindranath. But before that let us discuss 

Socrates’ oft quoted reply to the question “how should we bury you?” “However you please if you can 

catch me and I do not get away from you. You think I am the one you will see me as a corpse, but after I 

drink the cup (of poison) I shall go away to the joys of the blessed.” The prison guard had visited Socrates 

the night before the execution to warn that he would be wise to succumb quietly to die. Otherwise he 

would need a second or even a third cup and that would be extremely painful. Socrates said “then 

prepare five cups as I will prolong the experience in-spite of the pain, to gain the ultimate knowledge: To 

Socrates and later Platonic school of thought (augmented by Aristotle) Logos (or Sophia) (cf-Biology, 

philosophy) (like Hindu “Om”, “Aumkar”, “Shabda Brahma”, ‘Vak Devi” etc) as “word” is the Sound 

manifestation of the innermost reasoning faculty  and is the controlling principle of the universe. 

Experiencing first hand this illumination is now within Socrates’ reach. The relationship between Death 

and Knowledge is powerfully displayed by a sculpture in the National Museum  of Rome. There is a frail 

old dying man who is clearly aware of impending Death. An inscription below says: “Gnothi Seauton” 

(Know Thyself) which equates in the mind of the keen viewer to “Memento Mori” (Beware of Death). 

Platonic logic sees the body as a frustration, a hindrance to knowledge/soul (cf. Prajnanam Brahma). The 

body must perish to understand the Soul first hand.  

Socrates had asked Plato to arrange for a social celebration “Cocrail” -  a Greek festivity after funeral. 

Plato did and talked about the bliss of dying and became so ecstatic that he wanted to die. This reminds 

one of Tagore’s love song for Death. Some of the lines (paraphrased) are: “Oh. Death you are my love 

(cf. Shakespeare: A bridegroom in Death, I run into it as to a lover’s bed). Your kind bosom will bestow 

the nectar of immortality in the cloak of Death. You give me honey like bliss, as best friend you are my 

second self. I want your exclusive loving encounter.” Tagore becomes so intoxicated at the prospect of 

Death, he feels the sensations of a girl (Radha) visiting her lover secretly with the thrill of the prospective 

union. But then this is a death wish, the poet holds back: “Shame on you Radha, you are too eager and 

restless”. Tagore scolds himself as did Plato. We must not hurry, artificial Death may not contribute to 

knowledge/Logos. Power of reasoning will be the loser. 

 

 

 

Judhisthir (also Brhd.Aranyek UP #7 and #224) has been more realistic about Death by declaring: 

“Message around is that events like seasons are the shovels, days and nights are the fuel to the oven of 

the fireworks of Time – the Master Chef who barbeques the beings in this transient world.” [N.B.: Cooked 

and charred fish, meat and bones, even milk, when condensed and burned, release L-Glutamate, an 

amino acid which is one of life’s compositions by proteolysis or slow death and rot of cells.  This adds to 

the aromatic deliciousness “Umami” in gourmet food.] Death did not strike Adam first (though he was the 
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first sinner), nor Cain (the first hypocrite) but Abel the innocent, righteous and young. Nature is not fair. 

This is an unfortunate truth we must accept. Rousseau said if Socrates died a philosopher, Jesus died 

God. Jesus embraced Death, for the love of and desire to save humanity. He didn’t need to enhance 

knowledge/prajna – as ‘word ‘ he was God incarnate, the reasoning principle.  He became the Sacrifice to 

himself for the sake of the humanity.  

How is death viewed in Hinduism? Strangely quotes from two non-Hindu thinkers may shed some light. 

The first is from Saint Kabir (translated by Tagore): “The river and its waves are one surf. When the wave 

rises it is the water -  when it falls it is the same water again.  So is Brahma in the creature and the 

creature in Brahma.” The second is from Jalaluddin Rumi : ”I died a mineral and became a plant, I died a 

plant and became a man. When was I any less by dying? Yes, once more shall I die as a man to soar to 

Angelhood and Divinity. My non-existence will proclaim my eternity.” In Hinduism the only Divinity Brahma 

(literally meaning “Immensity”) is the source, sustenance and end of any being. Being eternal Brahma 

existed when the universe was not there. Most Hindu schools of thought believe in ‘sat karya vad’ (that is 

the doctrine of energy of existence) which states (like the principle of conservation of energy) that any 

thing is an effect of its previous states. Therefore every event /being must be traced back to the first 

cause Brahma. In other words all beings are but transformations of Brahma. The transformation (the 

terminology is “Parinam” in Samkhya) occurs in a way that the internality retains Brahma or Atman in the 

subtlest way and is covered by body, mind etc. in case of human beings. Hinduism also states that the 

created beings must try to evolve back to Brahma by good work, proper knowledge , etc. It may not be 

possible to evolve fully in one life and therefore the created being will be reborn again and again. The 

state of being human is almost highest and one must aspire to regain (Brahmatva / Divinity) by proper 

performance and spiritual knowledge. Rebirths take place through physical deaths. The innate 

Divinity/Atman never dies, is never born, it is eternal. Death is thus just a transitional lounge for onward 

journey to the better (or worse, depending on one’s performance in life) state, hopefully back to Divinity. 

Om Tat Sat 
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CLIMATE CHANGE AND ITS MOST RECENT IMPACTS 

Prabir Majumder 

 

The State of the Climate in 2012, an annual health status report for our planet, was issued by the 

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) on August 6, 2013. The report, buried 

under other pressing news coverage such as continuing turmoil in Egypt, rising death toll in Syrian civil 

war, deterioration in US-Russian relations because of a temporary asylum granted to the NSA leaker 

Edward Snowden and inauguration of a new Iranian President, paints a bleak picture of the aftereffect of 

gradual impact of global warming and the consequence of resulting climate change. According to the 

NOAA report, the Arctic ice reached record lows in summer thaw in 2012, with 97 percent of Greenland's 

ice sheet melted away, far greater than in any recent past. Over the last 150 years, the annual average 

global temperature has risen sharply, and is now 1.8 degrees Fahrenheit hotter than in pre-industrial 

time. Nine of the ten hottest years have been recorded since the late 1990s, with 2012 ranking number 8 

or 9, depending on the methodology. In a separate report issued in January 2013, NOAA reported that 

the year 2012 was the hottest on record for the lower 48 states. Nearly 87 percent of the American West 

has been going through drought this year (2013).  

 

The Under-secretary of Commerce Kathryn Sullivan, acting administrator of NOAA, has emphasized the 

risk factors with sober reminder of acceleration in climate change with respect to three principal metrics:  

 

* Arctic Ice 

* Sea Levels 

* Greenhouse Gas Emissions 

 

Arctic ice layers have shrunk to the smallest ever level since the satellite tracking has begun 34 years 

ago. Sea levels reached a record high in 2012, having climbed 1.3 inches per decade since satellite 

tracking of the sea levels began in 1993. Surface ocean temperatures reached in 2012 were among 11 

warmest on record, with Australian researchers documenting profound changes in Marine life, including 

many species migrating to the cooler waters in the poles, in the recent edition of Nature and Climate 

Change. Meanwhile, to no one's surprise, Greenhouse gas continues to rise. In early May 2013, Hawaii's 

Mauna Loa Observatory had another ominous reading: the daily average of carbon dioxide concentration 

in the earth's atmosphere crossed 400 parts per million for the first time ever.  

 

People of varying political stripes may have debate on the scale of Global Warming, but the facts--and the 

earth--continue to point out the tragic outcome if we all remain mute spectators. 
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Comprehensive Eye & Vision Care 
from Board Certified Physicians 

__________________________________ 
 

Dr. Clarissa De Paz, OD 
Dr Agustin Gonzalez, OD FAAO 

Dr Cary Young, OD 
Dr Luis Robles, MD 

Dr Michael Mazaheri, MD 
________________________________________ 

972.423.3937 
 
3417 Spectrum Blvd, Richardson, TX 75082-9705 
 

http://www.eyeandvision.net 
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Healthcare for senior citizens at your Door Step!
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The Essence of Antara 

Antara Palit

My name is different. It’s Indian. You can find my name in the Hindi dictionary. It means “the second 
stanza of a song.” When my extremely musical parents decided to name their only child, after a segment 
of a song, little did they realize it that it would influence her forever. After choosing my name, they had 
hoped that I would continue the family tradition of being musical. And I am quite musical. I sing, dance, 
and play the piano. Knowing my name’s meaning from a young age, I was motivated to live up to it. I 
wanted to be musical. When I was about 8 years old, I began to take formal singing lessons from Mr. 
Sharma, a music teacher with a friendly countenance. I would sing the words on the page, and giggle 
when I saw my name printed among the lines. Time and again a certain incident would repeat itself. 
Sitting on an intricate Indian rug in a bright, cozy room, I and my classmates would be singing the first 
stanza, of a complicated Indian classical melody. Suddenly I’d hear Mr. Sharma’s deep voice say, 
“Antara!” I would look up, confused, perhaps even scared, that I had made a mistake. “No sweetie, I 
meant sing the Antara,” he would reassure me. I would nod quickly in relief, and once again join the 
others in perfect synchronization. Sometimes, the opposite would happen. Mr. Sharma would call out my 
name, and I would burst into the second stanza. “No dear, this time I was referring to you,” he would say 
with a smile. As much as I was flustered by these misunderstandings, I secretly took pleasure in these 
moments. It made me feel like I truly was a part of the melody. Sometimes, I wonder if I would have been 
so interested in music, had my name been something else. But, I am sure, that any name would have 
affected me in some way, just as Antara has molded me into what I am today.

ওিরও 

েগৗরভ হালদার  

আমার নাম গ� | আমার বয়স আট | আমার কুকুেরর নাম "ওিরও" | ওর চারেট পা আর দেুটা কান আেছ | ও খুব অলস | 

ওর color কােলা আর brown | আমরা ওিরও েক খুব ভােলাবািস | সবার কুকুর রাখা উিচত | 
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Millie the witch.... 
Arundhati Ghosh 

    Once upon a time there lived a witch. Now, she wasn’t a green, warty, and hook-nosed old witch. She 

was actually a young, kind, and pretty woman. Now, witches usually didn’t run around telling the whole 
world that they were magic folk. People were quite superstitious and they were afraid of witches and 
wizards, and Millie knew that very well.  
 
Instead, Millie pretended that she was a washerwoman. Every Monday and Wednesday of every week 
she would go around to all the houses in their very small town and she’d pick up everybody’s dirty 
clothes. Every Friday she’d give the washed and folded clothes back. Millie didn’t do anything on 
Saturday and Sunday…or so everybody thought. 
 
      What Millie really did on those weekends was visit the glen over the hill. It was a beautiful little valley 
and, some years ago when Millie was but a child, she had stumbled across a wonderful secret: Hundreds 
of fairies lived in the glen! They instantly took a shine to Millie and she found the sprites to be funny and 
kind. Ever since then Millie had come back every Saturday and Sunday to be with the fairies, especially 
quintuplets Atiana, Aviana, Amiana, Aeden, and Arden. 
 
      One Saturday Millie was heading to the glen when she saw five tiny human forms speeding through 
the air towards her. Arden reached Millie first. “We really need your help!” He stated hurriedly. “Why? 
What happened?” Millie asked as the other four appeared.  Aviana replied. “Our Aunt Rosia has 
disappeared!” Millie looked at them, appalled. “But how could she have-” She began. Aeden interrupted 
her. “We don’t know. We were hoping that you could use some sort of spell to bring her back from where 
ever she is...because you’re a witch. “Millie nodded. “You have to understand that I may not be able to 
because I am not an extremely powerful...witch. I will, however, try as hard as I can.” She turned right 
around and started towards her house. “What are you doing?” Atiana asked.   Millie turned her head and 
smiled. “I’m going to consult my books. If you want you can all ride in my picnic basket so nobody will see 
you”. They all nodded and hopped right into the basket without another word.They reached Millie’s small 
cottage in a little while and she unlocked it. Inside on the dining table there was a huge book containing 
thousands of spells. She set her picnic basket down on one side of the book and opened it. The fairies 
flew out and came to rest on Millie’s shoulders. Millie flipped through the book until she found what she 
was looking for. “Here it is. ‘How to bring back someone who has disappeared.’ We could try it.” Amiana 
nodded her tiny head and looked down at the book.  “It says we must crush three poppy seeds and put 
seventeen oak leaves on top of the crushed seeds. We must add a clove of crushed garlic to it as well to 
repel any evil creatures that are related to her disappearance.” Millie nodded. “Can one of you get the 
seeds from my garden and another get the leaves from the oak tree out front? Thank you! “Millie went to 
her cupboard, got the garlic, and crushed it while Aeden and Arden came back from getting the other 
ingredients needed. She crushed the poppy seeds and placed the leaves and the garlic on top of them. 
Then she touched the ingredients and used her magic. She spoke the name of the aunt once, and, 
suddenly, Rosia was there. 
 
     The quintuplets thanked Millie for their help and took Rosia back to the glen. Millie was happy that she 
had used her magic and had done something good. It all ended well.  
 
 
                                                                    The End. 
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Dr. Monika Bhatia

PEDIATRIC SPECIALIST
BOARD CERTIFIED BY AMERICAN BOARD OF PEDIATRICS



Conveniently located for Plano, Allen, McKinney and Frisco neighborhoods
Same day sick appointments
Well child physicals: Newborn – 18 years
After hours and weekend calls always answered by physician
Prenatal consults for normal and complex newborns
Sports/school/camp physicals
Shots and advice for overseas travel
Minor trauma care and laceration repair
Removal of foreign bodies from eye, ear, nose, or skin
Cryotherapy for warts
Hospital privileges at:

Centennial Medical Center, Frisco
Medical Center of Plano
Presbyterian Hospital of Plano

599 South Custer Road, 
Allen, TX 75013

kidschoicepediatrics@yahoo.com

Ph: (972)-359-7600
Fax: (972)-359-7601   
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Atreyee Ghosh 
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Where I’m From 

Ritika Bhattacharya 

I am from the spicy scents of my mom’s hands as she reaches over to hug me. 

I am from the colors dancing in front of me as I stare at the flowers in the front yard. 

I am from the pomegranate tree, waiting for at least one before autumn falls. 

I am from chats and emails, phone calls and flights. 

I am from wishing under the stars and finding ladybugs at elementary. 

I am from “Hold your horses!” and “easy peasy lemon squeezy!” 

I am from fights and hugs from family and friends. 

I am from steamed dumplings to chilled fruit smoothies. 

I am from the sadness and anniversaries of those before me. 

I am from sudden flashes of memories; each with a little girl. 

I understand her, for I used to be her. 

I am from that little girl. 
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Andy Haggard, Broker
$175,000,000 + in lifetime sales

Certified Residential Specialist (CRS)
Certified New Home Specialist (CNHS)
Certified Negotiation Expert (CNE)
Accredited Buyer Representative Manager (ABRM)
Certified Home Marketing Specialist (CHMS)







Would you hire a lawyer that works for the opposite side? Then why call the agent whose face is on
the lawn sign of the home you want to buy? As an Exclusive Buyer’s Broker, I do not solicit personal
listings; therefore, I have no conflicts of interest when showing homes to my clients.

If you are tired of dealing with amateurs, want real representation and an enjoyable experience,
don’t settle for ”just another agent”. Get consultant-quality help to guide you through the entire buying
process while ensuring your complete privacy - all at no cost to you...

҉ 30+ years of real estate experience
҉ 15+ years of experience as a Broker
҉ 10+ years experience in New Homes and 1st Time Buyer sales
҉ Highest Industry Certifications (held by fewer than ½% of all real estate brokers worldwide)
҉ Multiple University Degrees in Technical Management and Business Operations.
҉ BADFW Sponsor - increases donations for every BADFW community member home purchase.

"We were so happy to have Andy help us in finding our dream home. He is very
client-focused, knowledgeable, possesses excellent negotiation skills and has
great connections in the real estate market."

- Ananya Kundu and Sauvik De (Vice President of BADFW 2011, 2012)

“Andy made sure early on that he knew exactly what we were looking for in
a house and made the whole process quick and painless for us. He protected
our interests and helped us we move in to our first home in no time.”

- Sahana & Mrigesh Virnave (Secretary of BADFW 2009, 2010)
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No more Ghosts! 

By SIMRAN MISRA, age 9 

 

 

Sunday, August 3 

Dear Diary, 

 My name is Katherine .You won’t believe it. Dad got a new job and that means we have to move. 

Again. And guess what? We’re moving into a house that’s said to be haunted. No matter how much I 

begged, we’re still moving. The only good thing I get out of it is that my best friend, Lily, is moving in next 

door. So now I’m in my room thinking about how horrible my life is. 

 

Monday, August 4 

 Today this giant truck came to our house and loaded everything up. Now the house looks like 

nobody lives in it. To tell you the truth, I actually am quite excited to move. I’ll miss my friends but at least 

Lily’s still here. When we arrived at the airport, I couldn’t help but to notice how excited I was. Lily was 

coming with us and we would be sitting together. 

  Now we’re on the airplane and I’m staring out the window. The thoughts from yesterday came 

back . What if the house really is haunted? Would anything happen? 

We just arrived. The houses here are huge.  I wonder when that giant truck will get here. We 

each packed a small suitcase for a couple of days. When the door opened, Lily and I ran inside then ran 

back out, coughing. “The house is extremely dusty” I said. “I’m not going in there till it gets cleaned.” My 

dad told us to stay at Lily’s house (which wasn’t as old) while ours gets cleaned. 

 

Tuesday, August 5 

We got to move into our own house and that truck arrived. While the parents cleaned, Lily and I 

went to the park. A couple of people said hello and introduced themselves. We meet some kids who go to 

our new school and then went home. 

Things were going well until now. We had a long day so we had to go to bed quite early. I was 

almost asleep and then I heard footsteps that were ghostly. Ghostly footsteps…. Now I remember! I live 

in a haunted house! I tried not to shriek as then they grew louder and louder and then… silence. 

Complete silence. I soon got tired and feel asleep. 

 

Wednesday, August 6 

I don’t know if I should tell Lily about last night. She may not believe me. We should have never 

moved away. Why couldn’t we go somewhere else? And with our luck we move into a haunted house. I 
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tried to stop thinking about it because today we started at our new school and I wanted to seem calm and 

relaxed. 

Today I told Lily about my new teacher, Mr. Linn, and she came to our new house. I seized my 

chance and told her about last night. I expected her to laugh but she just looked at me curiously. Then 

she said what I didn’t want to believe: “Maybe it’s a ghost”. 

Now I lay in bed listening to the sounds around the house wondering if the ghost is back. And 

then I heard the footsteps. Then I heard whispering. And then all was silent. 

 

Thursday, August 7 

 Lily and I got up early and went outside to talk about our ghost. Then she had a wonderful idea 

that I would have never thought of. “We will bring a flashlight and we will catch the ghost tonight.” At first I 

was scared and then I realized what a wonderful idea it was. During school I felt quite bored while I 

thought about our plan. During math I drew sketches of Mr. Linn and paid no attention.  Finally they let us 

out and I went to find Lily so that we could think about our plan. 

The time has come to find our ghost. We pretended to sleep when our parents came up. Then I 

got up and picked up my flashlight.  I ran into Lily’s room and shook her awake. As we were walking into 

the hallway we froze. There it was. Tip-Toe Tip-Toe. We were as quite as possible but I’m sure my 

heartbeat gave us away because the noise stopped. Then a man’s voice said “Who’s there?”  That voice 

seemed so familiar but I was too scared to think.  Then Lily whispered in my ear “Mr. Linn”. So finding my 

courage I replied.  He came out of the shadows with a guilty and scared expression on his face. And then 

he told us the reason he had been at the house was because he knew somebody was moving in and he 

wanted the house because it was so valuable. He thought that if he spread the rumor that it was haunted 

then we would move somewhere else. But when we didn’t,  he thought he could scare us away. He 

claimed to not know who was moving in. Then we forgave him and we told him that he still had to come 

over tomorrow and talk to our parents about it. He agreed and that was that. 

 

Friday, August 7 

Mr. Linn came over. He recounted the story to our surprised parents. But because they were O.K. 

with it, we got to see a movie. I must admit that the house seems friendlier and so does Mr. Linn. That 

day we got to recount our story in school. Everyone loved it. It’s been a long week and it’s time to have a 

rest. JUST NO MORE GHOSTS PLEASE!!!  
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It’s Just a Dream – or is it? 

By YASMIN MISRA 

As I walk through a forest, wind dashes through the trees creating whispers all around me. It sounds like 

someone is talking to me but no matter which way I turn, all I see are the dark shadows of the trees. As 

the moon rises higher into the sky, I tear home faster and faster with every step. Soon my house looms 

over the trees.   I burst forward with renewed energy.  Suddenly, I trip over a root, landing face-down. The 

whispers are getting louder and louder. Then all of a sudden, they abruptly stop, creating an eerie silence. 

It feels as if the whole world is mute.  

I can only see and smell the earthy surface below me.  I lift up my face to see a shadowy figure staring 

down at me. Glowing yellow slits appear under the hood. Breathless, I hurry toward my front door, wrench 

it open and never look back. I close my eyes and turn on the lights. Slowly and carefully, I creep down the 

hallway to my room. The quiet house allows every footstep to be heard, crisp and clear echoing 

throughout the long hallway.  

Just as I’m about to turn the doorknob, I start hearing behind me: clang, clang, clang. I whip around to 

see two suits of armor marching toward me with their swords drawn. Quickly, I grab one of my collected 

war weapons and hold in front of me as my heart starts thumping harder and louder than ever. Soon 

joining them is a not-so-friendly looking witch, a ghost of a young girl, and a masked figure. They are all 

closing in, coming closer…  

I wake up with a start to find myself in bed, with sunlight streaming through the windows. I say to myself in 

my head, “That was a pretty bad nightmare”. I grab for my glasses but end up grabbing something else. 

Using my other hand, I find my glasses and upon putting them on, realize it is a letter. It says: 

 

Sorry for the scare last night! 

 

Hmmm… that couldn’t have really happened...or did it? 

 

Image Courtesy: Google Images  
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HAPPY DURGA PUJA 

 

Metroplex Cancer Specialists 

Guidance, Support, Hope. 

At Metroplex Cancer Specialists , We are committed to providing compassionate, comprehensive care 
and treatment to patients with cancer and blood disorders. Our staff is available every step of the way 
to manage your treatment with guidance, support and hope.  

Meet Dr. Lee Drinkard and Dr. Srilatha Hosur  
Drs. Lee C. Drinkard, M.D., F.A.C.P., and Srilatha Hosur, M.D., are 
dedicated to partnering with you to  

Lee C. Drinkard M.D., F.A.C.P. is board certified in Medical Oncology, 
Hematology, Palliative Medicine, and Internal Medicine 
 
Srilatha B. Hosur M.D. is board certified in Medical Oncology, 
Hematology,  and Internal Medicine. 
 
Located:  100 Bourland Rd., suite 130 
Keller, Texas 76248 
Ph: 817-305-7040 
Fax:  817-305-7050 
 MetroplexCancerSpecialist.com 
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An Unusual Day in Fall 
 

Aneesh Roy (Grade 6) 


 “Bye Coleman, study hard and make us proud” said Mr. and Mrs. Ransom.   Their son was going to 

college in Yale.  The couple didn’t want to go home yet, because they knew it would be very lonely at 

their house now.  To delay the inevitable loneliness, they decided to take a cross country drive.  In 

Massachusetts, the Fall was colorful and awe-inspiring.  The pumpkin patches looked like vast orange 

rugs and the trees looked like beautiful sculptures of warm colors.  The weather was usually in the 60’s 

and that was the perfect temperature for a long drive.  It got a little nippy after sundown made you miss 

the warmth of the fall sun. They were passing by a quaint town when they decided to make it their home 

for the night.  It looked welcoming and ideal to tide over the day.  They drove slowly searching for a sign 

for room or board.  In circled the tiny town a couple times in vain before they saw a cozy, cordial shack 

which looked enticing to their now tired bodies.  They knocked at the front door hesitatingly. They 

received an earnest greeting from an old frail looking couple.  The haggard woman served them a warm 

dinner and the couple was overjoyed by their warm reception.  The four stayed up late over piping hot 

chocolate and shared stories of their lives.  Mrs. Ransom insisted that she pay for the dinner before the 

Ransoms hit the sack, but the offer was denied.  They left early the next morning and Mrs. Ransom left 

an envelope of money on the table beside the old creaking door.  She felt obligated by the hospitality they 

had received the night before.  As she closed the door on the passenger side she remarked "we were 

such nice people, remind me to send them a Christmas card. 

 

They stopped for their morning jolt of caffeine before they hit the highway.  As they placed their order for 

a strong cup of coffee and some poached eggs they struck up a conversation with the coffee shop 

owner.  As they started to mention their new friends from last night, the shop owner's eyes widened and 

his face turned ashen. He told them in a quivering voice “that house burnt down around 50 years ago and 

the couple living there had perished in the fire.”  The couple vehemently denied this statement and was 

sure that they were some confusion.  The coffee shop owner was so freaked out by now that he was glad 

to see the couple leave. 

 

      Mr. and Mrs. Ransom were positive that they could prove this story wrong and headed back to the 

house where they had enjoyed their stay just a couple hours ago.  They were aghast when they drove up 

to a little mound of cinder and dark soil seemingly untouched in years. The small, amicable picket fence 

house was gone.  All that remained were ruins of a once existing structure which were now wet in the 

morning dew of the November sky.  Suddenly, Mrs. Ransom screamed while she was staring at a burnt 

plank.    On top of the log was the envelope of money that she had left that morning for the kindness of 

their hosts.  The couple stood transfixed and motionless as a tear rolled down Ms. Ransom's colorless 

cheeks. 
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“তব চরণ েধায়ােব শারদ িশিশের 
     েশফালী অঘর্ েদেব 
শ্াালা ধরণী  আস িববােব 
     তুিা াা  িআেব যেব ...” 
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protect, preserve and transfer their wealth/assets in most tax efficient way.
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Registered  Investment  Advisor, Member  FINRA/SIPC    •    Rahman  Financial  is  independent  of HTK    •   HTK  does not  offer  tax  or  legal  advice
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Thank You 

An event of this magnitude would not have been possible without the selfless sacrifice and commitment of 

our extended team of committee members and countless volunteers. While we mean to acknowledge the 

help of everyone involved, we apologize in advance for any inadvertent omissions. 

We salute all the wonderful community members, who voluntarily roll up their sleeves and help us out 

during the festivities, and support us in so many ways that are not even noticed. This is our humble effort 

to recognize some of the many valuable contributions at the time of going to print. 

Our heartfelt gratitude to the sponsors and donors, whose generous support goes a long way to defray 

the costs of presenting events of this scale, with the highest quality programs at modest admission rates. 

We also take this opportunity to acknowledge the support of our family members, who have endured with 

us, as we put aside our personal and professional priorities, to bring you Durgotsav 2013. 

The BA-DFW Committee 

 

(Partial) List of Volunteers 

Abani Karmakar Ahona Mukherjee Akshita Bhattacharya Amrita Biswas Datta 

Amrita Pramanik Anannya Bose Ananya Kundu Anindita Ghosh 

Anirban Ghosh Ankana Goswami Annie Chatterjee Aparajita Ghosh 

Ashoke Ghoshal Bipasha Mukherjee Debjani Bandopadhyay Gargi Majumdar 

Gurudas Pramanik Ishita Chatterji Jhinuk Chowdhury Jonaki Bhattacharya 

Joy Dutt Joydeep Bhattacharjee Keka Mukherjee Malini Ghoshal 

Manjula Saha Monalisa Mitra Moumita Mukherjee Moushumi Mukherjee 

Mrigesh Virnave Pankaj Choudhary Papri Nath Pradip Mitra 

Preeti Naik Pushpita Mitra Raja Roy Ranu Baidya 

Ranu Karmakar Sabita Saha Sabori Saha Saibal Bhattacharjee 

Sasvata Chatterjee Satrajit Saha Sayanhika Bhattacharya Shampa Majumdar 

Sharmila Bose Sharmistha Lahiri Shikha Sarkar Shyamal Sarkar 

Shyamali Podder Soumya Basu Subhendu Mandal Sudeshna Ghose 

Sudipa Roy Sujata Majumdar Sukanya Basu Sumita Ghoshal 

Surmita Chatterjee Susruta Chatterjee Swapna Sengupta Haldar Swati Chowdhury 

 
Tapash Mondal Tathagata Chatterjee 
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Clay Hudnall 
469-948-4848
chudnall@twfg.com

www.clayhudnall.com 

With Access to Multiple Carriers...

Call or go Online for a Free Quote! 
T    This brochure is for informational purposes only.  All  statements and conditions are subject to change and some products may not be available. 
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Congratulations Shree Bose!

Start here. 
Go anywhere.

“At Fort Worth Country Day, I 
gained a well-rounded education 
that fostered academics, the arts and 
athletics. As a result, I developed a
passion for scientific learning. As the 
inaugural Google Global Science Fair 
winner, I won a trip to visit the European 
Center for Nuclear Research in Geneva, a 
world-renowned powerhouse for particle 
and theoretical physics research. 
FWCD has truly given me the tools and 
confidence to go anywhere.”

Shree Bose ’12
Harvard ’16

FORT WORTH COUNTRY DAY
4200 Country Day Lane • Fort Worth, TX 76109

fwcd.org

K-12 Admission Family Open House
Tuesday, October 15, 5:30-7:30 p.m.
K-12 Campus Tours and Lunch with Our Experts
Tuesday, January 14, 2014,  11 a.m.
“3 A’s Every Day” Dinner and Open House Grades 1-12
Tuesday, February 4, 2014, 6 p.m. 

Call us at 817.302.3209 to arrange a personal tour.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

With best compliments from 

Jed Bernstein, VP - Financial Consultant | North Dallas Branch 
Tel 972 788 7831 email: Jed.Bernstein@Schwab.com 
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2146422931

with best wishes

 Banerjeas
Saloni,  Rejina  and  Sunny


